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Kiwru is a Minor Character who appears in
Utawarerumono: Prelude to the Fallen. Kiwru is the 2nd
best player in the game and claims to be his "best
friend". He has a funny habit of writing random things in
his diary and drawing things like horses and battle
scenes in it. Kiwru is very selfish. Every time he has the
chance to do something good for someone else he
doesn't do it and is often seen being jealous of the other
characters. Kiwru and Rakan are childhood friends and
are very close to one another. They are also best friends,
which explains why Rakan hates Kiwru so much. Kiwru's
character is very silly and dark, most likely to be taken
by those who have not been through life yet. Kiwru
believes that he is his own person. At the start of the
game he is seen expressing his love for his sister, who is
passing the autumn with children in the city. He often
becomes jaded and laments the things that he misses.
This is seen during a play scene in which he is about to
eat a large piece of meat. The meat he is about to eat is
very surprising as it does not look like any real meat.
Kiwru seems to be able to express his thoughts without
external help and is considered to be the most difficult
character to control. Kiwru appears as a playable
character in Utawarerumono: Prelude to the Fallen.
Kiwru's Type is Dark Spirit. Kiwru's Powers are: - Spirit
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Stone: Kiwru can activate this power at the start of the
battle if he is facing a Shadow. If he activates this ability
the second time a Shadow is killed, he will become Dark
Strength and the Shadow's power will drop by a certain
amount. He will be able to use that power for one turn. -
Spirit Stones: Kiwru can bring up a list of Spirit Stones to
equip. These stones heal Kiwru by a certain amount
when he uses it. If he activates the power with one less
Spirit Stone than the total amount of stones he has in his
possession, he will be able to bring a random number of
Spirit Stones. - Sixth Sense: Kiwru can sense the flow of
the battle at any time. The battle will stop and Kanaru
will explain the goal and status. - Control the Shadow:
Kiwru becomes a Power that can control the Shadow. If
he moves the Shadow away from his compatriot, he will
get the Power attack and
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